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				Matrix information	


		Please choose a matrix library:
			
			
			SRProteins
SpliceSites
hnRNP




		 

		Choose the matrix and the threshold to be 
		used:

	
		Matrices (select one or more)	Threshold
		SF2/ASF (SF2/ASF round 3 winner)	
		SF2/ASF (IgM-BRCA1) (Smith06-HMG-matrix)	
		SC35 (SC35 round 3 winner)	
		SRp40 (SRp40 round 3 winner)	
		SRp55 (SRp55 round 3 winner)	
			



		

			
				Sequence information	


		Enter here your input data in FASTA or 
				MULTI-FASTA format (

		(please read important information about 
		search 
		format description)

		
		

		alternatively, upload a text file:
		
		

		

			
				Output information	


		Override the thresholds above and use one 
		of the following two options: 

		 
		Report only the best hit in each sequence (instead of hits above the 
		thresholds)

		 
		Report all scores in each sequence (instead of hits above the 
		thresholds) 

		(Note: if you check both, the 
		program will report the best hit in each sequence.)
		

		

		Output 
		as a plain text file 

		
		please 
		send the results to the following e-mail address:
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